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Win Friends and Influence Faculty: Methods for Citation Analysis
Leslie Farison, Assistant Professor, Business Librarian, Appalachian State University
Abstract:
Citation analysis is a way to analyze references cited in scholarly publications. It is common for academic organiza‐
tions to evaluate faculty research and publication records, especially for hiring, pay, promotion and tenure deci‐
sions, by comparing the quality and quantity of a candidate’s research with that of their peers. One of the ways for
a faculty member to demonstrate the impact of their work in a field is to conduct a citation analysis. This paper
examines the capabilities and problems associated with various commercial products that can be used to conduct
a citation analysis and looks at the strengths and limitations of using Google Scholar as a citation tool. The paper
concludes that since all sources miss some citations the best practice is not to rely solely on one source given that
the most comprehensive results are achieved by consulting multiple sources.

What is Citation Analysis?
Citations are the formal, explicit linkages between
scholarly works that have particular points in com‐
mon and measuring these citations is one way to
analyze references cited in scholarly publications.
There are many methods and metrics for evaluating
scholarly research. Moreover different data sources
and different citations metrics can lead to very dif‐
ferent conclusions. This paper deals with a method
of counting citations called “citation analysis”. Cita‐
tion analysis is an increasingly common way to
evaluate research impact since, theoretically, the
more a work is accessed, read and used, the more
the research has contributed to the field. The total
number of citations is a fairly objective measure of
the material’s importance to current research.
Many believe that counting citations is more ap‐
propriate and objective than other metrics such as
journal impact factors or rankings because citation
analysis looks at the article or publication itself and
not the container in which it is published.
How is it used?
It is common for academic organizations to evaluate
faculty research and publication records, especially
for hiring, pay, promotion and tenure decisions, by
comparing the quality and quantity of a candidate’s
research with that of their peers. One of the ways
for a faculty member to demonstrate the impact of
their work in a field is to conduct a citation analysis.
The faculty member’s goal in conducting a citation
analysis is to present a compelling case for the re‐
search impact of their scholarly work.
As a measure of faculty research impact, citation
analysis can also inform funding decisions for internal

and external grants, help faculty decide which titles
to target for submitting their work for publication
and enlighten collection development decisions.
Common Problems
Faculty are frequently frustrated if their publication
is in a journal or book or conference proceeding
that is not included in the traditional citation index
products like Thompson’s ISI Web of Science or
Elsevier’s SCOPUS product. There might be various
reasons that a publication is not included. These
commercial products are both very strong in cover‐
age of peer‐reviewed science journals but other
disciplines are not as well covered. Some formats
beyond journals, such as books or conference pro‐
ceedings, are not adequately represented in some
cases. There is often limited geographical coverage
and publications in languages other than English are
frequently not included. Finally, commercial citation
products are often expensive and access is limited
for researchers at institutions that cannot afford to
provide these products.
Thompson’s ISI Web of ScienceSM
Originally launched in print in the 1960’s, the Sci‐
ence Citation Index was originally developed by the
Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) to address
the needs of researchers in the fields of molecular
biology and biochemistry and still has the strongest
coverage in those and other scientific disciplines.
For many years the ISI databases have been used as
a starting point, and often as the only tool, for lo‐
cating citations and conducting citation analyses,
primarily because they were the only general and
comprehensive citation databases in existence.
(Moed 2005, 126). ISI was acquired by Thompson in
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1992 and transformed into an electronic product
(De Bellis 2009, 39). The base product, Web of Sci‐
enceSM (WoS), includes three indexes:




Science Citation Index Expanded
Social Sciences Citation Index Cita‐
tion Index
Arts & Humanities Citation Index

(Note: Thompson offers other products that can be
integrated on the Web of Knowledge™ (WoK) plat‐
form at additional cost.)
Titles covered in the WoS indexes are limited to ISI‐
listed journals. Therefore, publications from disci‐
plines that are not well covered in WoS are less like‐
ly to be included. Figure 1 shows a chart detailing
the adequacy of coverage for various disciplines.

Figure 1
Adequacy of ISI coverage from the point of view of research evaluation
Excellent
Good
Molecular biology & Biochemistry Applied physics & chemistry
Biological Sciences related to hu‐
Biological Sciences related to ani‐
mans
mals & plants
Clinical medicine
Psychology & psychiatry
Physics & astronomy
Other social sciences related to
medicine & health
Chemistry
Geosciences
Mathematics
Engineering
Economics
(Moed 2005, 42)
If a publication is included in WoS there are several
great tools for analyzing citations. A Cited Refer‐
ence Search starts with a known citation and either
identifies documents it cites or identifies source
records for documents that cite it. A Citation Re‐
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Moderate
Humanities & arts
Business
History
Other social sciences

port that shows various metrics including total cita‐
tions, publications per year, citations per year and
the number of unique citing articles can be created
for an author. Figure 2 shows an example of a Cita‐
tion Report from WoS.

Figure 2

Source: Web
W of Knowledge™, www.thompson scie
entific.com
WoS also offers
o
a citatio
on mapping to
ool that allowss
the user to
o generate a Citation
C
Map visualizing
v
the
e
relationship between citing and cited
d references.
This tool allows
a
mappin
ng a citation fo
orward (items
published later in time that
t
cite it) orr backward
blished earlierr in time that it
i cites). One
(items pub
can also se
elect to go bacckward or forw
ward one or
two generrations. The firrst generation
n shows cited
and citing information for
f the paper being
b
mapped
d.
The second generation extends to show citing and
cited inforrmation for the first generation results.

The cittation map sh
hown in Figuree 3 is an example of
selectiing “both” (forward and backward citatio
ons)
and “oone generation”.
he
Drop ddown menus aallow the user to change th
appea rance of the ccitation map b
by specifying the
node ttext (for exam
mple, author o
or titles) and tthe
order and color of tthe nodes. Co
olor coding enables
one too group togeth
her those nod
des that sharee cer‐
tain si milarities.
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Figure 3

Elsevier’s SCOPUS
Commercially launched in 2004, SCOP
PUS, a product
of Elsevierr Publishing Co
o., also focused
d on science‐
technologyy‐medicine (STTM) literature plus more lim
m‐
ited coveraage of the social sciences (D
Dess 2006, 1).
or did not have
e access to SC
COPUS so less
This autho
detail about the producct is provided in
i this paper.
From the SCOPUS
S
webssite and variou
us product re‐
views SCO
OPUS seems to
o contain more
e journal doc‐‐
ument enttries than ISI but
b date coverrage does not
extend back as far. In ad
ddition to jourrnals, Scopus
c
for so
ome trade pub
blications, boo
ok
contains citations
series and conference proceedings.
p
SCOPUS
S
seemss
to include significantly more
m
non U.S. titles and maa‐
o
language
es although En
nglish languagge
terials in other
abstracts are
a available for
f non‐English publicationss.
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without institu
utional access some informaation
Even w
can bee retrieved fro
om SCOPUS th
hrough the free Au‐
thor PPreview tool lo
ocated on their web site at
http:///www.scopus.com/search//form/authorFFreeLo
okup.uurl. This allows a researcherr to search and
determ
mine which off their publicattions are inclu
uded
in SCO
OPUS and retriieve basic biblliometric inforr‐
mationn such as the date range, nu
umber of docu‐
mentss, references aand citations ccontained in th
he
US database.
SCOPU
nt coverage gu
uide located on the
The SCCOPUS conten
SCOPU
US website contains a freelyy available linkk to a
list of ttitles that can
n be opened in
n an Excel spreead‐
sheet w
with drop dow
wn filters thatt allow a user tto
identiffy coverage off particular dissciplines. A veery
useful color coded h
hierarchy show
wn in Figure 4
makess sorting, filterring and identtifying titles byy dis‐
ciplinee fairly straightforward.

Figure 4
Life Sciences: Green
Social Sciences: Blue
Agricultural and Biological Arts and Humanities
Sciences
Biochemistry, Genetics
Business, Management
and Molecular Biology
and Accounting
Immunology and Micro‐
Decision Sciences
biology
Neuroscience
Economics, Econometrics
and Finance
Pharmacology, Toxicology Psychology
and Pharmaceutics
Social Sciences

Physical Sciences: Yellow
Chemical Engineering

Health Sciences: Red
Medicine

Chemistry

Nursing

Computer Science

Veterinary

Earth and Planetary Sci‐
ences
Energy

Dentistry
Health Professions

Engineering
Environmental Science
Materials Science
Mathematics
Physics and Astronomy

Many titles are listed in more than one subject
area so there is significant overlap in the catego‐
ries. Figure 5 shows a diagram demonstrating

overlap in the related fields of business, economics
and psychology.

Figure 5

SCOPUS
Business , Economics & Psychology Coverage

Business,
Management &
Accounting
674
45

224
3

Psychology
831

4

Economics,
Econometrics
& Finance
422

Source Data: List of titles (xlsx) from http://www.info.sciverse.com/scopus/scopus‐in‐detail/facts retrieved 12/16/2011
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Google Scholar
Another option that a faculty member can utilize to
conduct a citation analysis is Google Scholar (GS).
One of the biggest advantages of GS is that it is free
and available to anyone with an internet connec‐
tion. The tremendous scope of new scholarly ar‐
chives like GS makes it possible to freely access cita‐
tion data for millions of publications and authors.
GS covers a huge number of documents by crawling
the web automatically in the same manner as a web
browser and includes the papers from several digi‐
tal libraries as well. GS automatically extracts the
bibliographic data from the reference sections of
the documents and determines citation counts for
full text documents and abstracts in its collections.
The results of a search are typically sorted by the
total number of citations from high to low with the
most cited publications appearing first.
Utilization of GS generally results in more compre‐
hensive coverage in disciplines not well covered in
ISI or SCOPUS and some disciplines seem to benefit
from GS's better coverage of citations in a wide
range of publication types. Those disciplines include
Business, Administration, Finance & Economics,
Engineering, Computer Science & Mathematics and
Social Sciences, Arts & Humanities.
There are also limitations to using Google Scholar
for citation analysis. First, not all scholarly journals
are indexed in Google Scholar (but then no tool in‐
dexes all scholarly journals) and while GS covers
mostly scholarly publication in academic publica‐
tions it sometimes includes non‐scholarly citations.
Because GS obtains citations by crawling the web it
does not perform as well for older publications.
These publications and the publications that cite
them have not yet been posted on the web. Anoth‐
er possible problem is that while the crawling
method results in a large number of documents
metadata can be incomplete.
Critics of Google Scholar don’t like the fact that,
unlike the process commercial products use that
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involves manual handling and checking of each rec‐
ord, processing for GS is automatic and occasional
errors and nonsensical results occur. Unlike the
commercial databases, GS provides minimal infor‐
mation about the content and there are no cover‐
age lists of resources or publishers.
Tools for Google Scholar: Publish or Perish
Several articles and papers written by Professor
Anne‐Wil Harzing, Professor in International Man‐
agement and Associate Dean of Research at the
University of Melbourne, Australia, discuss using
Google Scholar as a citation tool. Dr. Harzing’s field
of International Management is one of those not
well represented in ISI or SCOPUS. After being re‐
jected for promotion to full professor the first time
she applied, Dr. Harzing realized that she would
have to make a strong case for her research and
publications another way. She then developed a
software program called Publish or Perish and an
accompanying book. The program interfaces with
Google Scholar, collects data from it and calculates
multiple metrics from that data. The program can
be downloaded at no cost at the following URL:
http://www.harzing.com/. The book is called The
Publish or Perish Book: Your guide to effective and
responsible citation analysis and serves as both a
manual for the program and a guide for conducting
and interpreting citation analysis. These tools as‐
sisted Dr. Harzing in her successful second applica‐
tion for full professor. (Bensman 2011, 339)
The results retrieved using Publish or Perish pro‐
gram are reasonably accurate when conducting a
Journal impact analysis or General citation search
but the Author impact analysis often produces re‐
sults that needs to be cleaned up to insure that in‐
correct authors are excluded from the results. In
addition to the various simple statistics (number of
papers, number of citations, etc) Publish or Perish
calculates other more complex citation metrics as
shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6

Harzing, A.W.
A
(2007) Pu
ublish or Perissh, available frrom http://ww
ww.harzing.co
om/pop.htm
G
Schola
ar:
Tools for Google
Google Scholar Citation
ns‐Gadget
Recently Google
G
Scholar has added a feature called
d
Google Scholar Citations that provide
es a way for
authors to
o keep track off citations to their
t
publica‐
tions. An author
a
can alsso graph citations over time
e
and compute several cittation metricss. The author
p
that includes his/herr name, affilia‐
creates a profile
tion, emaiil and areas off interest. Nexxt a list of publi‐

cation s by the autho
or appears and allows selecction
of thosse to add to th
he profile.
There are two wayss for the profile to be updated as
mation occurs, automaticallyy or
new ciitation inform
manuaally. Once the profile is set up the authorr can
accesss citation repo
orts as shown in Figure 7.
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Conclusion
All sourcess and tools for citations anaalysis have the
eir
own strengths and weaknesses. Usingg Google
Scholar offten results in more compre
ehensive cover‐
age in discciplines not we
ell covered in ISI or SCOPUSS.
It is often necessary to clean
c
up the results
r
obtaine
ed
from Googgle Scholar be
efore analyzingg them but it is
i
worth the effort for faculty to make sure
s
that theirr
scholarship is presented
d in the most comprehensiv
c
ve
way. All so
ources miss so
ome citations; therefore, the
best practtice is not to re
ely solely on one
o source in
view of the fact that the
e most comprehensive re‐
a
by co
onsulting multtiple sources.
sults are achieved
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